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PADUCAH. KY., MONDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 18, 1907

CALEB POWERS SCORES POINT CHRIST IS RISEN
IN BEING ALLOWED TO CALL THEME OF SERMON
WITNESSES AGAINST VENIRE BY REV. M. E. DODD

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

PADUCAH DISTRICT ASSIGNMENTS 11FEDERAL COURT CONVENES
II WITH JUDGE WALTER EVANS
ON THE BENCH THIS MORNING

Humboldt, Tenn., Nov. 18. (Spe- liven has just completed a four sear
ciale—Two changes were made in term at Paris, Tenn. He is one of
the Paducah Methodist churches by the strong men of the conference ef
the assignment of the Memphis eon- marked executive ability and a fine
femme this morning. Toe Rev. G. pastor. Ile was for four seara preJudge Morris Permits Him tc
Two Large Congregations W. Banks returns to the Tenable siding elder of the Memphis histriet
Many Attorneys, Defendants
Street church and the Rev. J. W. Nay and has been in Jackson, Tenn , also.
Produce Evidence of Iniprop.
Hear Fulton Preacher at tor
to the Paducah circuit. Dr. W It is his first charge in Padusah but
and Litigants Present at the
er‘Conduct in Summonsing
First Baptist Church Yester- 3'. Bolling, of Broadway, trades with he is well known here and liked. The
the Rev. G. T. Sullivan, of Paris, Rev. H. B. Terry, who comes its the
Opening Session and BusHarrison County Jurymen.
day, Arguing Foundation of Tenn. ..The Rev. Peter Finds, of the Third Street. Methodist church, is
iness is I.nder Way.
Third Street church, goes to McKen- well known in Paducah, having been
the Christian Faith.
zie, Tenn., a
Ht B. Terry comes to on the Paducah circuit at onietime.
Third street.
he Rev, hfHe transferred to a western but
This, is, Regarded; as Great
returns to Re
id circuit. The afteeverreha_returned to the Memphis
No Time Lost in Getting Down
Rev. W. %V. Adams goes to Maytisid conference. He married Miss Ada
he. Victory By Defense, as it is
IA Con ter, Ky., Nov. 18.—(9pe- MAY HE , CALLED TO CHURCH
to succeed the Rev. C. A. Warterlield, Bonds, of Paducah, daughter of Mr.
to Work—Cases Assigned
First Time it Has Ever Been oial.)—The biggest state field trail
who goes to Madison Heights church. Bonds, 101/1 Jackson street.
meet ever 'held iu the United States
and Court Starts to clearing
Memphis. The ;Rev. T. P. Ramsey,
The Memphis conference will go to
Allowed in His Case.
will start here tomorrow morraing
Two large congregations attended of the Mayfield circuit, goes to the C,Ovingtoo, Tenet., next year.
lesdie
with 85 entriets. The rain has made the First
Fp the Docket.
}Japes church yesterday Mississippi avenue church, Memphis. cob invited the conference, but Covthe weather ideal and the fickle and
morning and evening to hear the Rev. T. W. Wilson, foriterly presiding el- ington was the suceeseful ecnitmatant.
woods are full of birds for the second Monroe E.
Dodd, of Fulton, who der of the Dyersburg district, hoes to
Georgetown, Ky., Nov. IX.--(SpeMiss Lucie Reichard. of Paducah.
annalist meet of the KontuckY Field preached two
magnificent sermons. Clinton. The Rev .1, W. Trion goes the talented daughter of Preekline
eta I. )--Attorneys for Caleb Powers
Soltqn lilt'and dispatch
marked
Trials association. Secretary W. F. Dr. Dodd lb a
young man of strong to the Preston Sire t church, Mem- Eider J. %V. Blackard, of the Paducah
tic' ee• icing day of the November
conscider that they have wars a it
Seeker, Jr., of lAnllevf:Pe, has been personality and a
phis.
Brassfielel
fine
The Rev. R. E.
re district, sang the solo Knetnediate'y
pulpit orator.
lent uf the United Statos
vietory in the ruleng of Judge Morris
diatriet
here a week and has mode all prepa- Many members of
the congregation turns to Woodville circuit. Dr. Sul- precedine Bishop Hencitrix's sermon.
, out ;, which began ha aesions
this morning that they may introduce
this
rat:done President M. M. Baretwell, are in favor of
extending a cull to
ttioripng in the court room at the
evidence of improper ournmonang of
of McHenry, arrived today. T. B. him.
cifctuc
jurymen, from Hareem county. This
110lE
,
e• Voith lion. Wailer EvPace, who owns Champion Prince,
Taking the theme, "Christ's Ream
ans presiding.
is the first time a court has 'Mowed
wiane.r at the. national nicest. Grand rectIon," and
his text from Matthee
In the criminal docket 1110 caso.
Powers to introduce teetlincrne on
Junction. Teen., last January, !slier.. XXVIII.. 6;
"He is not here; Ile is
aga.nst Phil J. Abbott for tentsezzthat poise
When the sheriff was The
first trial tomorrow morning win risen, as he said":
eve rands of the American German
Dr. Dodd said in
sent to summons the jeryneen Posers
be the mensbers' trial for trophies. part:
National bank was centinued, the defrreeed that he might be instructed
There are 12 entries. Next will be
"The entire Christian system hangs
fendant not being before the court.
to proceed without the assistance of the
denby for dogs wheipect since last upon whether
or not Christ arose
The indictment against Juhn Murthe Harrison county sheriff. He
Jactiery, for a purse of $300 divided from the dead.
Music bath charms that reef. WII- men have been seen around the city
If He did not rise
phey, charged with selling whisky
wrote a letter to the Shtrliff, cautionInto 40, 30. 20 and 10 per cent. The Christianity is a
farce, the
whole :lain Deal had not stammered in his lately, dut probably to the annual me
without paying the special tax, was
ing him and his deputies. and got it
last wilt be the Ali Age stake of $600 thing a myth and
Christ himself an career Until yesterday when the ex- gration south and this boy is supdismiseed. the death of the defendant
delivered to'the sheriff In court. The
for all dogs that have not won a prize impostor. If lie
did rise He was and perienee cost him $65. unless a tine posed to belong to one of those bands.
being suggested.
occur( averruled his motion, but the
at a state meet. The winners at this is the Son of God and
the world Re- cornet which was stolen from hen, is His methods, to say the Newt, are
IL C. McChord formerly postdefense had spies to watch the offimeet will be eligible to the national deemer. If lie did not
rise our recovered. The love of a ragged artetle
master at Hampton, Livingston councers in securing the jurmen and the
brittle at Grand Jepetion
Jerseerye Dreactillg azul faith ate vain, we
ere
defense eeakee-te be Mee to peeve. by-time+ thee he was elm arge
-1`lie dogs are taken out of the, yet in our sins and those
who have earvage beast worked on Professor
with misappropriating funds of the
SENATOR JOHN W. DANIELS.
witnemes that the officers did not act
cages in pairs and tried ent all the fallen asleep in Him are
perished. If Dea!'s sympathies to that extent. atici
office, but the violation ass only a
fairly in; the matter.
palings in hunting birds. The judges He did rie we are saved and
safe while charity usually is suegroosted t.
S. nator John W. Daniels is men- technicality and caused by a deputy
They resumed the select ion of the
are T. T. Asheard, Birmingham, Ala.; and the future looms
up with
a (ever a multitude of sins, it 'teems
Jury. Two of the seven _mem already
as a hosstblst eandidate for in the office cashing a check with
Richard Daniels, Williametrurg, KY.; glorious hope.
that In this case 1114' covering penpresident on the Demeeratie tieket, government fu4de. The postal Inin the box presented physecianse cerDr. M. F. Roger New Albany. Miss.
"One of these things must have
was not quite complete.
should a seuthern man be setected. spector ha meted in the office while
that they y cannot serve. A
happened to that body. It must have
While the guests of the Pelmer
Ile is one of the soundest, most con- the checic was in the drawer being
rens venire of 100 men arrived; this
remained In the tomb; it must have House were eating luncheon to the.
morning.
ervative men among the Democratic carried as cash, and the indictment
been stolen or it must have arisen atra ins of Professor Deal's orchestra
-gators, and uptiolsis the dignity and ensued,
from the dead. If it were the first, a ragged urchin, 15 years old, apBeth Waterfield, colored, was tried
tradltions of his native state.
PEANUT DIM' OFF.
on a charge of selling whisky withSince the Cutey team has so de- why did not the Jews produce the peared sod seemed to be enraptured
dead body and refute the apostles' with the music. lie hetiesiesittnd the
out a license, and was acquitted.
D.. Allen Lived 30 0)111.44.'01m. Days cisively beaten the South Kentucky
College team, a long distance mes- preaching of the resurrection? If it Mee: entrance until Peet-sae Deal Kentucky Theater
A verdict of not guilty was returnon It and Water.
Crowded
were stolen by the apostles, what ac- came out, and manfully asked him
ed In the case of Ed Brown charged
Chicago. Nov. 18.---Looking de- sage has been received from Mayfield
counting
is there for the strange for a trial, saying he was good on
to Hear Eminent Orator and The
with selling "Dr. Fizz," the beverage
Ong that the team of that town
cidedly "off his feet." Dr. T. J. Allen
illinois.Central railroad com- twine
proven perfetly harm lee
of Aurora. Ill., champion peanut tat- would not be here to play Thanks- phemereson that they,thould give a:to. Proftabu"tie:Z. los h ft.c ter
p.;
1,1
'0414
Audience is Not DisappointFleidgea h. Sc nimentoxeatI
their own lives for what they knew feeling for nrnsicians in distress awl
ng.
er of the world, finished his thirtieth giving as they had agreed. With the
Saturday, the pro rata due
to be false? No other answer than agteed Po give the boy a trial.
Gm. Singleton Discharged.
consecutive day on an exclusive pea- victory over S. K. C. Culley's has the
ed—Speak
s
at
Church
tie.
tocontra,
tors
for
sewer
distre t
that He arose from the dead will harTilt. charge against Gus Singleton
nut and water diet today. He has undisputed championship of west
So far gxxxleses was rowan-lett for
No. 2. The sell ement was made
monize with all the circumstances
night.
for contempt of mute committed durundertaken to prove to the Aurora Kentucky, unless in some game to be
the boy proved to be one of the most
eithout any parleying whatever.
The only answer is that in the stilling the sale of the Rehkopf property,
hoard of health by a sixty-day trial played between now and the end of
competent players Profetocor Deal
ness of that marvelous night, when
ass disniesed en motion of the atseason,
the
they
may
defeated.
be
that it Was wrong in attlibuting an
ever heard, and as Professor Deal adno sound could be heard save the
torneys for_the parties bringing the
peanuts. South Kentucky College heretofore
Aurora citiene illness to
melts, was superior to any musician THE SILVER JUBILEE
PROGRAM
muffled tread of the Roman guard as
charge.
Dr. Allen is now one of the exhibits has claimed the championship of
in his orchestra. With his heart light
Kentucky,
west
but
Culley's
Telephone Case.
made
world's
food
pure
annual
at the first
from baring saved to the world a
Kansas City, Nov
(Continued on Page Four.)
their Waterloo. A game for ThanksThe trial of the suit of the East
18.—An unshow In the coliseum.
prodigy who might. afterward turn
Telephone
eompany
F!ne appreciation of the lecture of identified woman, probably a jani- Tennesec.
"I give you my word," he said to- giving will be arranged, if possible,
eat to be another Mendelssohr, Protress, was found uneonsecitis in a aeitinst the city of Paducah to-preby
the
Culleye
five
eaten
not
have
"that
I
day,
fessor Deal ca-rried the boy, who gave Father A. A. Lambert, of Chicago. at
room of the Missouri building early y, lit the t• leithone . company being
ounces of peanuts in as many days.
his Deane as John Holston. Philadel- the Kentucky theater last night by
today during a fire. She may die. ;este! from the city or boing in anyShow me another kind of food that
phia, to the New Richmond' House, the Paducah publie, In whose honor
The ices is $25.000. Property va:tied way preventscl from
usu in g it.
in such small proportions will supCleveland, Nov. P.--Edward Pa- where Col. Bud Daft.; the gentle host. the lecture was delivered as
part of at-130,000 is in the easement. l'eo business--; was continued
until the Doport life.
eon Wt4too, the pedestrian, reacted prampry aereel to help the bey along the celebration of Father Jansen's
Star was teenaged by water. meetly ('ember rule day to allow time for
Clevelend at 7:30 this morning, have by giving him work around the office. silver jubnee was gratifying to
the the paper.
the completion of the proceedings.
room
nag
a
prodigy
walked
to
astrigned
the
from
Paineterflie at 'nid- Ile
PARTY WAS INSPEtTING
members of St. Francis de Sales con
The Meadows Case.
e:Wit. 'Weston expects to walk 7s and adnurneeed him not to smoke gpegation. In spite of the inclement
ILLINOIS CENTRAL HERE.
orenwn
miles todae and reach Chicago next cigarette's there, in which the manly weather the Kentucky theater was
The $1.metter damage suit filed
Fargo, N. D., Nov. 1S.—Two fire- against W. W. Meadows. a prominent
Monday. He IS 24 bouts ahead of hi.s litee felew acquiesced.
H R. Safford, chief engineer; L. A.
crowded last night when Father Lammen were killed by falling walls in a Fulton merchant, by lt'v Se_eL Haw'record - made 40 years ago.
And now te thIs reeceate picture bert delivceed a magniSoeet
Downs, assistant cheef engineer: .1.
cuUlity
conies a somber hoe. This morning of women in his address on "Wettish fire, which- elestroyed the live-story ley, A minister of the Presbyterian
M. Tayhyr, general storekeeper: W. S.
tits- prodigy was missing, and so is in Society." It was conceded the plant of the J. I. Case_Th.reehing Ma- church and former tcastor of the
Hays, assietant general storekeeper:
the $65 cornet. And the instrument finest tribute to woman that ha ever chine comea.et eeisclay teght. The chervil at Fulton, will probably be
F. Draper, 'superintendent of bridges;
Murray, Ky., Nov. 18. (Spectate—
tried at this term of court as all the
he carried with hint was a borrowed been heard In Padiscah. Woman's less is $.:
C. E. Thonaas, gerrerat foreman of
parties to the suit and tho witnesses
water works; A. F. Blass. W. C. The body of Strother Harding, who
One other pastor 'id Paducah is one. Professor _Deal bad borrowed work. and infletenceeand eaeseetiests-for
are said to be here. The evidence in
Waggooer, J. McNamara and A. F. committed suicide In St. Louis Sat- crowding the record of Father Jan- the instrument from _e member of tris the acconiphechment of gold, mei
the case is expected to be of a sensa•
orchestra to give the boy s trial. achievements were lauded in me
Page, coMposed a party of inepection urday by taking carbolic acid,
was sen in length of service in the comtional nature as grave charges are
Prosaic it may be after such an ex- ful style, Father Lamb.-!•
at the Ihlmois Central; theme this
brought here yesterday and buried munity. The Rev. W. E. Cave, pasmade against Meadows tey the minpenditure of sentiment and emotion striating personality anti
morn leg. The out-of-town offici a le
in the city cemetery. Young Hard- tor of the First Presbyterian church.
ister. who alleges that Meadows and
to call in the police, but the situation orator, linishml actor and a logical
left for leruitsille at noon.
has
years,
here
been
:4
anniverthe
ing was a son of Henry Harding, of
a party of friends took him from the
sary
of his coming Occurring last admits of no other solution. The only th4nker, with ability to clothe his
Martin. Tenn
who formerly lived
Fulton station and beat hen after
thing left of the original picture .is thoughts In living :tiaguage. Tonight
WILL
LEONARD 0. PECK
week.
When
came
he
to
Paducah
here, and was one of the most promihandcuffing him and rendering him
RE-ENLIST IN THE ARMY.
the church was on South Third street the undentiable fact that the boy is a he will leseure to the public' In St.
nent, citizens-1n Calloway county.
elpless.
.ft
line musician.
Francis de Sake church ou "Science
Several years ago Harding went to' During his labors here a new church
The plaintiff's attorneys are Judge
eLauseest range and rough }waking atnli Revelation."
leontard 0. Peek, of Smithiand, is
Seventh and Jefferson streets has
at
Fort Worth, Texas, and accepted emRobbins, of Mayfield, formerly cirhome on a furlough of three months
Solos were seine by Mr. Harry c
ployment in a hank, of which his been built, and two misaions estercuit judge, and the-law firm of Seelfrom the army, and has re-enlisted
Nes and Miss Mary tisane. Treasurer
halted.
uncle Noah Harding, was president.
bourne 4-Stnith. of Clinton. For the
for another term. He will work on
J. J. Dorian presided.
He made rapid progress and a few
Horse Cave, Ky., Nov. IS, (Spe- defense Congrossmall
during
his
Padueah
011ie M. Jamtts.
the river out of
The
'hridutim
Thanksgiving
seryears ago was given a fine position
cial) --William Worth, Ned to be a
-heeler. Hughes St. Berry. of Padefurlough. Sergeant Blake is planNeeotiatetnis vices begao yesterdaiy with confirma-'lecturer of Louisville. is
Buffalo, Nev. Is
St. Louis bank. Harding left no
a
in
believed to cah, and Ed Thomas and FL T. Smith.
ning a trip to Murray next week for
betIV'esi11 artern railroads and the tion at 7 o'clock. The following were have been lost in the depthsTe the
note, explaining the cause of his suiof Fulton. Many prominent people'
recruits, and to Paris, Tenn., the
confirmed:
Switchmen's
of
North
America
union
London,
Ky., Nov. 18. (Special.)—.
cide, but a letter found on his person
cavern under the town Of Horse are. witnesses, including
first week in December.
society laMisses
Effie
Oberhameen,
Rotate
from the mother of a young wothan Commissioner Robert Boyd, Jr., this are practicaty ended-. Unless one
Cave since last Monday when he went dies of Fulton.
.
in Fort Worth. with whom the boy morning shot and
killed
James aide recedes before Weill serious de- Gray, Irma ROBS. Genevieve' Boyle, in to explore the cave. Nothing has
TRYING TO PUT THE LID
A Murray Caw,
.
was in love and who had jilted him, Sparks. one of the most prominent velopments are expected. All rail- Gertrude Whale, bottle Bright, Julia beeireheard of him alive and partite
CHICAGO.
ON IN CITY OF
The eaFt. againsi .1. M. Radford, of
explains the cause. It Is said that he lawyers in eastern Kentucky. The roads east of Chicago are concerned. Megan, Gertrude Voight, Jennie Fer- have been searching for hint.
rell. Lena Saffor, Emily Street. Afa
herreay. chests. :1
shooting occurred in the courlhouse,
op., fling a letlost
also
had
position
his
with
the
Chicago, Nov. 18.—Printed warnLimbark, Mary Hotysen, Agnes Denter that was re-ce ,tt the Murray
while Boyd was engaged in settling
St. Louis bank.
saloon
ell
tags were sent today to
THE WEATHER.
nfgah. Mary Massera.ng. Emma Courpostoffico for
up a case, in which Sparks was one
nclvit Bleach, was
keepers 'here, :ratifying them to close
clor, Kate Burch,' Clara Zeller, Gercontentai on me 'it of the iiiivernone of the attorneys. Bad blood had
on Sundaes hereafter. The Lae elle
trude Cummings. Messrs. lierbert
tereft. Raeford is a prominen.teigeneer
existed between the num for :same
Nov. eg.--(Speciel.),-- ;led was formerly
Order league Is behind -the movement
Beackburne. George Hasellnenee,
see:1ff of the countime over a suit to break a will of
It tropee_breourt action be put the Lid
14010 Grief, Bernard Buddy'.' In spite of the seteke erect ears are ty. The facre- in thy- esse involvesa
quarrel
uncle.
Only
Boyd's
a
Peter
eloulevarding Jefferson street has
on Clateago, which sometittes is called
Allen Bondurant, Eddie Hoffman and running on fare schedule on nearl) village sensation that is treeieveri
immediately preceded the shooting.
to
all tines this morning. Meet of them
-the widest open city in the country. resulted in the upsetting of several
Rae La Moore,
have lesen wholly caused by wage A
-natural water courses with conseare
manned by strike brenkers. Some letter
Mass was said at 10:30 o'cloek and
was rent Miss Broach, who is is
quent complaints to the city health
both Father Lambert and the Rt. strike-re deserted the union, There stenographer. by a former curphere,
OKLAHOMA LIA:ISLATURIE.
department. Sanitary Inspector J. L.
was
violence
no
of
importance
today.
Rey. B Leh op Willi am George MeClosst lilt was stony in .1 Wird to a hti Si
investigating & complaint
key, of Louisville, eulogized Father Yesterdes two arrees were made. A nese transactier, see
Called by Gov. Haskell to Meet First Gaither is,
being irlielee in
Coroner
Frank
Esker
Jefferson
had his right
that J. M. Dunlap, of 2415
union 'parade broke up in a riot at a bankruptcy
Jan sets,
Time December 2.
ease. It is aesAged that
up a sewer leg broken Just below the hip in a
street, has stopped
This morning at 7 and 7:30 o'clock Fourth and Market te4ete. Police- the letter. welch. WAS believed to conproperty runaway on South Sixth street bemass was said, and there will be Men arrested fire„men and the mob tain other information. was
Guthrie, Okla., Nov. 1/lee-Governor throwing water on otherer
taken
masses at the game hours tomorrow tried to take (bent Mos- .y A big de- from the hirstoffie. anti °petted and
Chas. N. Haskell, late last night, la across the street. The creek before tween Jones and Tennessee streets
shortly after noon. He was riding
tail of police scattered the crowd. the
morning.
sued a call for the. legislature for the the street was constructed ran
inell(1ment followed.
throngh the woods at right angles In his undertaker's wagon when the
Tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock Several were hurt by Leeks. The ponew state to meet on December 2.
It is understood that the reason
When the pave- home became frightened and hurled
with the street.
Father Jansen will receive the Sit - lice drew phatole, but did not have to
ments were laid this eift into (be the wagon sweetest a telephone pole.
tee's and pupils of St. Mary's academy use teem. Authoriete will not allow
MRS. EARLE DENIES 'STORY
(Continue:I on Page Eight.)
creek and City Engipeer Washington throwing Mr. Esker out and running
In the Knizles of Columbus hail. At any more parathe.
THAT SHE HAS MADE UP.
laid a pipe under the street to carry over his leg.. Dr. J. D. Robertson
Cars will begin -running tonight on
night. members of the congregation
Dr. WrigliCs Tribute,
the water over. One end of this pipe reached Mr. Raker shortly after the Aloe
and .personali friends: will be received, two lines.
The thee. I). C. Wright, rector of
Ferdintied
111.—Mrs.
Paris. Nov.
has been stopped thus preventing the accident and he was removed to his
the reception
being an invitation
Grace Episcopal church, paid a_beatiP. Eerie dent:riot:he reports that she natural drain. The netAbors &fleet- home. 518 Tennessee street,
affair on account of the smallness of
ilftil tribute to the Rev. rather Janths..glaatusacoal
stas
It
sat.
-reach
Mee
f141-10etrwt+rit
44/eba"'Abliaf
eahnot
will
es
till"htc-hait Ul2
be •
- a" 414
'r
sen yesterday morning in his sermon
thee differeitces and that AerieIs te houses becaussof the hacked up wa- era' week* before Coroner Raker can
(loudy. ptobably threatening to- theTont
halorr
t ow nemerous fine gifts, Hcointnentieg on the faithfulnese of
Rahe strYS Oh* ter.
Washington leave his bed and a month or two be- night. Tuesiday peril)' cloudy. The andler
Engineer
City
forget ,M11
a hanekeame Feld eunahout
St. tents, Nov. IR. —Wheat, 96; his service here and the high and unhasn't heard from Petrie stags she left thinks tlie trouble will he remedied for he can actively resume his de- hip:hest tingwrature yesterday, 30;
ant=olvi ie. will be proem ted to
usual record of only two Sundays
New York.
ahen the lots out there are filled in. ties,
lowest, 38.
Father Jansen.
corn, 62; oats, 49.
Missed in 26 years, devotion to duty.

KY. FIELD TRIALS
ASSOCIATION HAS
SUCCESSFUL MEET

A Virginian

Artistic Touch Had Young Musician;
Borrowed Cornet Left When He Did

FATHER LAMBERT
EULOGIZES WOMEN
IN FINE LECTURE

tifleates

CULLEY'S CHAMPIONS

I. C. PAYS $22.788

K. C. STAR DAMAGED

WESTON AHEAD OF TIME

LOST SWEETHEART,
HE THOUGHT LIFE

LONG PASTORATE

LOUISVILLE MAN
LOST IN CAVERNS
Ma HORSE CAV

SWITCHMEN'S DEMAND

'

KILLING IN COURT

RIOT IN LOUISVILLE

DRAINAGE STOPPED

n.ane,

CORONER EAKER HURT

•

CLOUDY

Grain Market.

,

PAGE TWO
AIONDAY, NOVEMBER 18.

•
Is to love children, and no home
can be completely happy without them, yet the ordeal through
which the expectant mot
her
PROCLAMATION lest ED IW GOVmust pass usually is so full of
suffering,
ERNOR BECKHAM.
danger and fear that she looks
forward
to the critical hour with
apprehension
and dread. Mother's Friend, by
its pene- Document Is Brief,
trating and soothing properties,
But Specifics
allays nausea, nervousness,
and
What People of Kentucky Should
all unpleasant feelings, and
so prepares the system for
Be (Bad Of.
tha
ordeal that she passes through
the event safely and with but
little suffering, as numbers have
Frankfurt, Ky., Nov. IS.-The foltestified and said, "it is worth
lowing proclamation has been iseued
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
by Governor Eteckhatu:
bottle of druggists.
"In accordanee with custbni and
Book containing
the proclamation of the preisident of
valuable information mailed free.
the United States, I herebyy appoint
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta,
Tharsday. November 25, as a day of
Ga.

THANIOGIVING

WOMB'S

Noire

lend

YOU FEEL 0()011.)

Ifhanikagiving and prayer throughoui'
the common weakh. It is expected
en that day thut -a41 tot our people
eha:a riefretin from their usnal bustnem, employments and give thanks
to All-wise Ruler, who has so,genermiely biassed us as a nation, and
who has so bountiluily provided for
US.
"In testimony whereof, I have
'hereunto set my hand and caused the
Real of the ociamonwealth to be hereunto afflicted.
"Done at Frankfort this lath day
of November, 1907.
"J. C W. BECKHAM."

Heart

THEATRICAL NOTES t

Troubles
The heart may lie weak
just the same as the eyes,
stomach or other organs.
It often happens that a
person is barn with a weak
heart. Then again disease,fevers, over-exertion,
anxiety,
nervousness,
rheumatism, etc. weaken
the heart. The result is
shortness of breath, palpitation, pain in the heart,
or in some of the nerves
of the chest or abdomen.
The heart should be
strengthened with a tonic,
and for this nothing equals
Dr. Miles' Heart Cure.

Repertoire This Week.
The
popular
Depew-Burdette
stock company in reperteire is the attraction at the Kentucky theater this
week. For several iseaeons this organization
has visited Paducah.
sometimes playing a return date, and
L has established a clientele the
equal in uumbera of any theatrieal
attraction. The dramas presented
are sterling in quality and the coinpony well balanced, while Mr. Depew
himself, has a reputation for comedy
work and versatility that makes hint
a great favorite in this city. Several
strong specialties are interspersed.
Tonight ladies will be admitted free
%heir accompanying a person holding
a Cull admission ticket.

A LITTLE TALK
=bout heavy overcoats may be valuable to you If you drop in en us and
iet us give you pointe-s as to styles
and materials for stylish and handsome garments. Everyone knows
uhe nthey are fitted at our rooms
that they always bear the stamp of
fashion and gentility. We are waitkg for your order. Cold weather
has arrived,

,•(

1,:eff
dO

if

H. M. DALTON,
403 Broadway.
'Kith Warren the Jeweler.

•
etteelittalla

ED. D. HANNAN

"Gadzooks, methinks this is going
Sanitary Plumber
to be a long winter," murmured a
•
tall, cadaverous looking man in a
soiled silk hat and a frock coat as he
"I had LaOrippe last fall as I
thought In a Mild form. I wits weak, stood on Chicago's "Rialto" *ester
tired feeling., and short of breath; day.
And from different parts of
could hardly go about, and a good
Chicago at least 1,000 actors, actdeal of the time sort of an keghtnatto
R.epair Work Solicited.
breathing and extremily no-vous. I
resses, chorus girls and others echoed
began taking Dr. .Miles' Heart Cure
his
sentimen
ts.
and NerVira• and now I feel so muchth•r la every way. I am an thankEleven theatrical companies have
ful that I began taking this medicine.
Both Phones 201
and shall not hesitate to tell others "closed for the season" in the Chica132 S. Fourth St.
how much good it has den' me."
THE SMOKE ROUSE,
go district within the last ten dave
325 Kentucky Avenue.
idiltS.
NORTON
,
=22 Broadway.
and the army of applicants for places
erCr\dljlt;, el....-wYoik.
Your druggiet sells Dr. Miles' Heart
around the theatrical agencies is
Talk Isn't Alvin/is Ckeelo•
Cure, and we authorize him to return
larger than it has been at this time
price of first bottle (only) If It fags
41111•11111111111111111111111111111111111111•118181
to benefit you.
of the year for many seasons.
Miles Medical Co., Elkhart,Ind
Idle Players Hunt to City.
Reports from the smaller circuits
have not been reassuring. Within
---- - the last week the following compani
es
INSURANCE AO ENTS
OR Forest iteeeree,
have closed and the members have
"Dr. Will is an exceptionally able hurried toward Chicago.
man, and has a, national reputation.
You get handsome, well
People.
He has done a great work for the "Day and Day"
appeinted carriages
22
forests
when I serve you. We
of the country and fa arous- "Toyland" (No. 2 company)
40
ve'protat personal ating interest in this most important 'Miss Pocahontas" company
45
tention at ail times.
subject."-'Raleigh Oa C.) Evening "The Umpire"
20
Fire,
Steam Buller,
Times,
Sept.
16, 1907.
HARRY ANDERSON, PHONE 915
"The Thoroughbred Tramp"
25
Life,
Binds,
"The lecture to be given by Secre- "The Great Eastern World"
15
ACcident,
...A1111111=11111111EMITIMMIIIME,
Plate Glass,
tary Thomas E. Will, of the Ameri- "The Boy Scout"
11
Health,
C tripe
can Forestry association, in this city, 'The Trust Busters"
10
Bull,
Liability,
on the Appalachian Forest Reserve, George Sidney's company
25
Automobile,
Elevator.
should be of vital Interest to every "The Bell Boy"
20
'I vent to 1:144yer i,petid some advice
citizen, lie is thoroughly familiar
Wardi_
compan
y
"
..!1)
1
1
.
OIL nu utzePAR untl Le-charged-sus .$:A.
Old 726
with tilt
Office Phones °'°
3#cI Riad Will - illtistrare
Residence Phones tii•v/
Isl•w 369
369
for fife minutes' 0 eeereation."
726
with
it
collecti
a
large
on
lantern
of
Season's Play Losses $162,000.
"Gracious'. What extravagnnt Ianslides.
lecturer
He
a
is
of
many
Campbell Building, Paducah,Ky.
auk it he taut
New York, Nov. IS.-All the theyears' standing, and in his lecture atrir al
Press
managers having admitted'the
•
will interest all who are concerned effect
of the money pinch on their
Football Results.
In good citizenship. Ills wide ex- business
in a general way, those who
perienre in educational and lecture find
Must.
the figures have come forward country in "Peter Pan,"Charlee Frohr the
Ways," have been 'translated
l'it'e! 12; Prereetcn, 10.
work insures a clear and forceful with an
estimate in dollars of the man is organizing another "Peter ,
from the Hebrew into Dearly all modDo remoute. 22: Harvard. 0.
presentation of a subject that Is of loss
by the unsucressful plays. It is Pant' company which will be headed ern
languages. He is coming here to
cerreel, is Seertlimore, 0.
vital interest to- everyone.''--44ar said
that by the failure of "The by Mies Vivian Martin. This com- study
may look bright and prosperous-but a "calm always
the condition of the Jews in
N.Lt, 6; Peenesvivania State. 4.
tanburg (S. C.) Daily Herald, Sept. Christia
Pilgrim
n
" alone the man- pany will present the beautiful Bar- this country
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
, and !serge receptions in
racuse, 4; Lafaeette, 4.
19, 1907.
agenemt loses something in the neigh rie idyl in the larger cities which
it his honor will be held. He is a RusW. and J., 9; W. U. of P., 2
life-for the time when you will need money-there
"There is no topic of so wide- borhood
of a541e000. An indication will not be possible for Miss Adams sian
by birth and 31 years old.
F. and M., 4; liaverford, 0.
•
spread importance before, the nation as
is only one way to do it-save, and you will be sure
good as any of the disastrous nat- to reach.
Virginia, 28; Georgetown, G.
at present, nor has there been in ure
of the season can be gained by
of the future.
West Point, 21; Tufts. p.
years, as the Deceratty of preserving the followin
a-Mill11111811V
g estimated losses;
The magnificent dramatic success,
Start today-a dollar will do it.
liacknell, 48; Dickinson, 0.
the Appalachian forests for the sake "The
Movers"
$15,000 "The Great Divide," in which MarLehigh, 27: Ursinue, 0.
of the streams that have their sour- "The Man in
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings acthe Case"
garet Anglin and henry Miller are
llowdoin. 34; Maine, 5.
ces among thee
peaks. Professor "The Struggle Everlas
counts if left with us six mouths or longer.
Get Rid of Your Cold'
ting"
25,rene appearing at Daly's theater, NCW
May Cross, 15; Worcester Pol., 0. Gamewell has just returned from the
"The Evangelist"
12,000 York, leaves there the Teeli, after
11,-own, 34; Vermont, 0.
Appalachian hilleidete and he says "The
Step Sister"
10,410.0 nearly a season and a half
Norwieh, 6: Mideliteleiry, 5.
on Broadthe forests are being denuded mer- "The Silver
Girl" ,
at the same
10,0.00 way. The play would
eat
easily have
Wilaiams, 26; Amteret, 6.
cilessly. and unless the government "Sapph
o and Flown"
20 oer) played out the present
the best food on the
I .114, F., 6; Harvard F, 0.•
season there,
takes steps to stop the vandal hands "Artie"
10,000 if contracts calling for the original
Net Poly. Inst.. 34; G. Wash.. 0.
market.
It will be but a matter of a short "The Christia
n Pilgrim"
50,000 production in Philadelphia. Boston
William and. Mary. 12; Mem), 4. time when the famous water-powers
and Chicago could have been longer
that originate there will be lost to
West.
Total
$162,000 postponed. Mr. Miller has announc
Penn., 6; Michigan, 0.
the industrial south forever."ed
-L
And this list takes no account of that he
will form another and poesiCareisle, 12; Wink-tette. 10.
Spartanburg (S. C.) Daily Herald, comic opera
failures o- those which bly tiro companies
to present the
aVisconsin, 12; Purdue, 6.
Sept. 19. 1,07.
died before they got within the glare Moody
play in the southern and eastLake Forest. 61; Knox, 0.
Dr. Will will lecture here Novem- of Broadwa
y.
ern cider.
De Pauw, 19; EatrIliam, 12.
ber 29.
118 S. Fourth St.
Nebraska. 63; Denver, 0.
Chicago Letter.
00.11Mallin
The reception of "The Merry Wid-I
St. Louis Univ.. 17; Kansas. 0.
Why Is Sugar Sweet?
Chicago as the typieal American
Missouri. 27; Waehington U.. 0.
Ladies and Gentlemen
If sugar did uot dissolve in the mouth city, is the best place to try a new ow," in New York was such as to
practically guarantee its run there
Monmouth, 16: Beloit CoMege, 0. you could not taste the sweet. show.
If it is a Chicago success it
Illinois, 30; Freshmen, 12.
GROVE'S TASTELESS CHILL TON- I. usually successful and good for a until hot weather, and Henry Savage
has organized a second company to
Witten-burg, 4; Matekingum. 0.
IC is as strong AB the strongest bit- long run throughout the country.
play the Vienese Opera at the CoHeidelberg, 14; Ohio Northern, 0. ter tonle, bat you do not taste the
"Mrs. Wiggs, of the Cabbage
lonial theater, Chicago, epening De- I
Washburn, 12; Fairmount. 0.
bitter because the ingredients do not Patch," grew from a Chicago
success (ember 1. Before
Case. 11; Ohio State. 9.
coming to Chicago
dissolve in the niout, but do dissolve to a world success. Last week it
was the number
two company, which is
Boulder, 24; Utah, 10.
readily in the acids of the stomach. Played in Pittsburg, Pa.. and
London, said to be the
equal of the New York
Laweenee, 12: Ripon, 0,
s just as good for Grown People as England, and at the latter
place has organiza
tion, wilt play for one week
vtistpi,44j Ataelet-te. 0, •
or -children. The.rirst and Original been running
for nearla a year. It
in Nev York and, Gotham will enjoy
Colo. S."of M.. 15; Colorado, 0.
TastMess Chill Tonic. The Standard Is freely predicted that the
run will the unusual
experience of having,
HanOver, 22; Butler, 0.
for 30 years. Soc.
cover two years.
two companies under one manageLombard. IS; Miliken, 0.
"The Isle of Bong Bong" and "The
ment offering the same entertainment '
Marquette, 11; Haskell Indians, 0.
The best way to maintain good Isle of Spice," are being played
In two playhouses,
South.
cheer is to comfort the cheerless.
nightly throughout the country, the
A r e bus i ness systemizers,
Tennessee, 11; Mite. A and M., 4.
last named by three different comN.- C. A. and -Ma-6; Davidsorn. 0.
panies, although it is more than four TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
time savers and office necessiTake LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine:
Meretne ae_reordon, 0.
years since it was first produced.
•
ties
to the real business man.
Tablets.
S. Carolina U., 14: Charlotte. 4.*
Druggis
ts refund money it..
"The Mayor of Tokio." "The.WizWe have the Agency for
Vanderbilt, 54; .Georgla Tact., 0.
ard of Oz" and "The Yankee Regent" it falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S,
Prices.Right,
nature is on each box. 25c.
Alabama,'6: Auburn. 6.
are still money makers despite their
Texas. A. and M.. 17: Thiene. 6.
age, while the newer and more preArkafirsas M. A., 25; Hendrix c., 5.
Dr. Asher Ginsberg, the Jewish estentious Chicago success, "The Time,
Alabama, G; Alaba.ma A. and M., 6.
the Place and the Girl." is one of the sayist, -la about to visit America.,
115 S. Third St. Plums 358.
Three volumes of his assays, publishLeulsiana, 2:1; Missisetpla, 0.
FREE REAL..ESTATE PRICE LIST
big drawing powers of the season.
ed under the Hole "lit the Parting
of!
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
Because Al G. Fields Is compelled
Voice Enemy.
to
live
in his private car the greater
Dr afarage recently prevented bepart of a long theatrical season, he
fore the Academy of Medicine at
does not give up all of the pleasures
Paris the results of an investigation
of a permanent home. His family
of the amount of work performed by
We have succeeded in seSpends considerable time with him
oratore-and singers. It appears from
curing the agency for Richard
and Mr. Fields. whp is very fond of
his experiments that a bass voice, in
Iludnues complete line of
outdoor sports, carries with him
order to produce the same imeresToilet Waters, Perftnnes, Marhis favorite saddle horse and in seasion upon the ears of.hearers In a
velous Cold Cream, etc.-an
en his noted bird dogs and fre,hasli, hequires the performance of
announcement which ace are
quently slips away for a day's shootfrom seventeen to eighteen times
sure will prove very interesting.
more work than is required for a
ing to ladies who take care of
earytone or tenor voice. The bass
their good looks. Call at our
Henry W. Savage Is now arranging
voice is -seaways at a disadvantage
First-Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
store and get fladmit's
for a limited visit to Old Mexico of
with regard to the amount of work
- , Second-The button holes or stud holes match.
las "Madam Butterfly" company to
it demands. Thus, Dr, Nfarage finds
give
the Puceini opera- in English
that whereas men are always more
Third-Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectl
y
next January after the New Orleans
fatigued
than
women
and
children
by
and without injury.
engagement. Nowhere on the Amerian equal effort of the voice, men with
ONE WEEK
The
can continent is the Italian composer
Fourth-It irons either stiff or plaited bosom. like new, and
bass voices suffer the most fatigue.
more
popular
than
in Mexico, where
-Youth's Companion,
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
Starting Monday
his music was first sung on this side
other
No
like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
of the ocean by the little Italian
Inetructive Example.
NoVetTltmor
opera company that had "La Bohesending us your laundry.
As madly round the loop
Stock Co.
me"
in
its
repertoi
re in 1897. The
Goes your car by jerks and swerves
coming proposed Mexican visit of
4th and Broadway
You keenly feel that the builders
"Madam Buterfly" is in response to a
Did too much thinking in curves.
Either Phone No. 77.
5 Big Vaudeville Acts 5
special request from.% members of
the American club in Chihuahua,
-The merchnnt who Is "hurled"
14 Great Plays 14
where 5,040 citizens. of the United
in the carve of new stocks and
new
States are now living.
undertakings should share his time
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
.Agent for original Allegretti
with that which makes the other
Ladies free Monday.
Tuesday night, "Man From
Candles
It being absolutely, Itntiossible for
Sweden."
1
things feasible-ma advertising cam.,
Weripeaday tratisee, children tee;
wesizzasamarravx
'
Mks
t4O
Maud
Adams
to visit even onePrices 10c,,
paign.
- 20c, 30c adults
••••••••6
20e.
(half of the Important cities
thei
Nahen volt smoke a Great er Paducah
',valise WS a good igar, made
:ewe tobeeco and giaa a good
alleke ene reet ,ott eau ihoroughly
el; y eak fur a Greeter Paducah 5
Ler
aealent Cigar co., Manufac

Steam Heating Expert

4

Th.? Best Carrie
Service in Paducah

ABRAIYI L. WEIL & CO.

I 4.

For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.

•

YOUR FUTURE

Mechanics and
Farmers Saviags Bank
210 Broadway

C.SHNIDER'S
Chile Parlor

4

EDOAP W. WHITTEMORE

RUBBER STAMPS

Peal Estate Agency.

Richard lludnut's
Celebrated
Toilet Articles

We Use the Kings of All

The Diamond Stamp Wcrks

The KeAnttacky I

Bosom Ironers-..!--Why?

Famous Beauty
Book FREE

Gilbert's Drug Store

DePew=Burdette
20 PEOPLE 20

STAR LAUNDRY

•

Opening play "An American Girl"

S•

1T-TE .P.‘DITC.111 I:1

L;T - N

P 1GE
'

IT'S YO1 It KIDNE1S.

TAX PLAN
DECISION OF TAX
COMMISSIONERS

Mr.,Rockefeller Has $100,000,000
UNJUST
in United States Government Bonds

Don't elistake the Cause of Your
1'114)1'1)1r-se—A letilu Cid" ('if i24.11
MOMS HOW to Cure Them.

•

Mane people never suspect their
kidneys. If suffering from a lank,
weee or aching back they think that
It.is only a muscular wearkereas; when
urleary trouble sets tn they thdak it
will soon correct itself. And so it Is
with all the other symptoms of kidney d(oordierts. That is iiret where
the danger l4eo. You must
the ie
troubles or they may lead t 1!.rieet
or Briget's disease. The b -t reer.erle
It
to use Is Doane. Keckney P le.
cures all Els weldh are canoed by
week or diseased kkineyte. Padineat,
people teetify to permanent curve.
L. L. Davies, 219 Broadway,, Patliteeh, Ky., eaytt: "1 have bee 'El greatly
benefited by the use of Dean's Kidney Pills, which I •piocured at DuBois,
Seri & Co.'s drug store. I had ourbred with backache for some time,
but a short use of Gels remedy proved
very satisfactory in re:teeing the
I ton recommend *Doan'.
trouble.
Kidney Pilule very highly to those
Milk-tett in ths way."
For sate by all demieere. Pelee 50
ciente. Pottier-Silber:1, Co., Buffalo:
N. Y., sole agente for the United
Statea.
States.
Itemeruber the name--Doan's
and Like no other.

is their astonishment are said to have
New York, Met. lie—There
current in Wall street the amazing re to14 others what they had seen. In
that way the story gained circulation.
port that Joni D. Reeleerller his
Wall Street Doubts Tale.
stowed away in the vaalts of the
Concerning the statement that
etandare Trust company at a5 Broad Rockefeller owns $100,000,004) worta
IS discussing tax questions in Ken,
street, $100;e00,000 worth of govern of gelhernment bonds Wall streer
, and elsewhere, frequent refertuck)
spirit.
a
uhows
credulous
natural
this
true—and
be
If
went bonds.
those who rebite the tale assert that Here is the last statement of tele ence is made to the "general property
there can be no question about the United States treasury, showing in- tax." This is the kind, of system
Kentucky has in force. It is the sysauthenticity of its source—John D. terest bearing debt:
temthat is in force in most of the
Rockefeller is creditor to the United Consols of 193‘), 2 per.
cent
$595,942,350 states.
States government to thc extent of
Briefly, the general property tax is
little less than one-ninth of the in- Loans of 1908-1918, 3
per cent
63,945,440 a uniform ad valorem tax levied upon
terest bearing debt of the people.
all classes of property alike, regardThe aggregate of government inter- Funded loan of 1967"
4 per cent
116,755,550 less of the nature, of the earning ee,\.
est bearing debts is $925,158,650.
pacity or of the tangible or intangible
If it is 'true that Rockefeller is Refunding certificates el I
per cent
21,390 character of the property. .The taxing
hoarding $100,000,00-0 worth of•govauthority of a state, for instance, will
ernment bonds, the complaint of Loans of 1925, 4 per
levy a tax oft() cents. This tax is to
cent
118,489,900
bankers that they are unable to raise
fall erect) every kind of property alike.
Panama
loans
canal
3.0,000,000
currency, would beeni toshave conEverything of value, whether real essiderable weight.
tate, money in bank, notes, bonds,
Total debt
$925,158,650 mortgages, shares of stuck,
Wealth in Great Steel Cavern.
live stock,
There are United States bonds in wagons, carriages,
• The vaults of the Standard Trust
eeyeiry, furniture.
company are the largest in New York. deposit in the United States treaeury any !fort of personal property, or frauIt is said that Rockefeller has one to se.eire circulation to the value of chews of corporations is called propvault, or room of steel caverns as $524,036,980. Bonds on band and erty and nitro pay this tax. This is
large as the average business man's with the treasurer to secure public the general property tax The general
office, and that in this room he keeps deposits amount to $109,85'.),438. Property tax is, there!, ee the levying
This takes a tetal st W3,10,7,418 of it uniform ad valorem tax on all'
his wealth locked up..
Rockefeller is said to have visited, out of the hands of iehe public accord- property for all purresere
As distinct from this system Is the
Wall street three times the last ing to the statement issued on Dec.
I-ahem;
lostere of classifying proi
,*
month, and on each occasion is said 1. 1906.
Subtracting this from the approvi- elate revenues from one keel of propto have gone to his storing room and
taken out securities upon which mon- mate. total interest bearing debt of erty. county revereps front another
ey has been raised. On one of thew $925,04(4;001) in government bonds kind Of properly and city revenues
visits, it is reported, he showed two outstanding. Of these bonds the from still another keel. amid also the
4 c5**4
17"
l,y special taxes
visitors to the vaults hie hoard It Wall street report wants those who reeling of revenues
-Ofe;e=k—
:
iret.
hear it to believe that John D. Rock- of VtaiOU'4 kinds Tee argument in
bonds.
the tax world oelay is betweee these
4:1*.1' IWO
611
Th.se men In the first flush of efeller owns etorieeoterire, worth.
.
so
ntriresysterrai of raishig the public revt7
,
•
.
The Kentucky system Is the general
proeerty tax. Our constitution binds
its to the levy of a uniform ad valorem
tax on ell property of every kind for
all purposes. If a piece. of property
A dispatch roeeiod at Tokio from located in the city is taxed for one
The Repel,'
eontro commission
Any judge of clothing can
at Lexington
contest papers in Talboku. (stand of-Formosa, says that purpose, it must he taxed tor all. If
tell the difference between the
the circuit court ligidEFit all Demo- a band of outlaws attacked the gov- It Is a property earning 4; pef cent rehigh-quality garments that, critic municipal officers from maeor- ernneen4 officers there and killed tee turn to its owner. it must ray the
e'ect John Skatn down. The (+Met peresone. The outlay:le were dispersed same tax as propere. veering 20 ewe
make up this stock and the
cent If it Is a keel that ran be regrounds for contest recited are al- with great loss of life.
other kind, but there are a
Viscount Kaneko. preselect of the moved or.hidilen it is taxed the same
leged frauds at the regular and supgreat many buyers who, are -pientetitery -relgietrationee - inmate eve -Fteternotionaliitireeitiee -40.-be bald teg_reel estate—if it can he found. No
distinction is made en any account
not good judges of the superdistrictg of city, and ineireklation Tokio in 1812, wil 'give a dimmer to
whatever; all property must pay the
of voters be ponce at ttfe polls on foreign a nebaFeather's and Inhilactecs
ior points of this class of merrate.
Novem- same
Tuesday,
to
Tokio,
at
Japen
days.
and
registration
election
The test comes
chandise.
This sounde like a very fair system,
19.
ber
The,stateMent of the New York
and in theory, it is fairness itse:.f. But
with is little wear. Our garThe jury at Hahnville, La., in the
:clearing hotree banks for the past
Its operation, in the opinion of those
ments being substantially built
week Avows that the barske bold case of Leonardo and Nic,olina Gob who ireve howled the euestimelot in
and hand-tailored stand up !$53,666,950 lest; than the require- his, charged with complicity. in the Kentucky only but ra ('Vet)' Mta!l. In
of Walter La- the Union, has not borne out the
and keep their shape under ' mends of the 25 per cent TfeerVe kidnaping and minder
This is a decrease of $1,742,- Meant brought In a verdict of gutitY• promise made for it. The system has
run.
rough usage. Every stitch,
A man in Ohio has started a boom been abandonedin Peureolvania, Con325 in the proportionate cash reevery fibre is guaranteed.
serves as compared with the previous for Augustus E. Wilteon for the Re- necticut, Delaware, New Jersey, Wispu Mikan nomination for prealde_nt e-mein. Oregon, and partially In a numereek.
Besides, we guarantee to
Maysvitle• ffepublIcans are join- ber of other states. The rapid tenand
Tobacco growers of Harrison nounsave you money on every ar- 1 t- nnteched through the streets of ing in the game.
dency of the states is to get away
Strieken with apoplexy a few hours from it, as impossible and impractiticle bought of us.
Cynthiana yesterday, notifying all
Neariy every state that has a
el:rayons that they must not buy to- after serving in Philadebtphia, former cable.
commission has declared itself
tax
Baltiof
Our expenses are less and
Brewer,
R.
William
Judge
r boom. or if they did they must take
this we give our customers the ;the consequences. One or two of the more, was found deed In his room at very frankly on this question. A large
number of states have within the last
_
•
'buyers replied that they intended to a hotel.
benefit of.
few years apppointed tax commissions
of
recrudeerenee
Owing to the
remt Mire buying.
carefully study the methods of raissection a to
The monvosent which will be erect- Minor outbreaks in the
ing public revenues and. almost Inhave
,
troops
Seoul..
of
south
Korea,
ed to the memory of William Goebel
variably, the reports of these connulspatrol In
bete been completed and the commit- been gent to reinforce the
shins have denounced the general
tee which had its sonetruction in that district.
property tax system, the system that
Major Frank McLaughlin. a promi- we have in Kentucky, as being absurd,
charge at a meeting in Fraseklfort. donent politician and capitalist of Santa Impossible of enforcement and unjust
aided to hold the ceremonies unveilCar., committed suicide sifter in ite operation.
Cruz,
be
to
date
iliac it in May, the exact
having fatally shot his daughter.
.fixed later.
Denounced by Supreme Court.
14r. Moncure D. Conway, the detinThe seer eme court of the United
Attorney General Jackson, of New
sudguished American author, died
Save money by buyinrr
States leads the way in denouncing
York, gave out a statement to the
Denth was due to an the system. In its opinion in the case
your overcoat, suit, hat,shoes, l effeet that he had found evidences of denly In Parke
Internet hemorrhage.
of the Paeitic Exptess Co. vs. Seibert,
shirts, neckwear and under- jelvil and criminal. liability in We in- Col. E. W. Lillard. representative- the
court said:
vestigation of the Borough bank of
wear here.
elect from Boyle county, has decided
"This court has repeatedly laid
'Brooklyn and the Jenkins Trust comto make the rare for speaker of Hee down the doctrine that diversity of
We have quit the Loan bus- • pany. also of ,11rooklyn.
Neese.
taxation, both with respect to the
A receiver was appointed for the
iness and are closing out our
The campaign for state-wide .pro- amount imposed and the various speEnterprise Transportation company.
tribition In Tennessee was opened in cies of property selected either for
entire stock of unredeemed
of Worcester, Mass., which haa been
bearing its burdens or being exempt
Naettiere.
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ger and freight steamers -between
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a system which imhave it (onus; and that
to
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not
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hope
In a divorce suit filed at Bedford,
poses the same tax upon every species
Rusty—That's just wot 1
Ddith Logan. a bride of e_ week, kere?
property, irrespective of its nature
of
to see you about. For the
charges that she was forced to marry wants
or condition or class, will be destrucof tuppence I'll go sometive of the principle of uniformity and
to save the life of her lover, whose small sum
else and have It—Ally Sloper's equality in taxation and of a Just
life was threatened unless she would where
Holiday.
adaptation of property to its burdens"
agree to marry her present husband. Half
An Illinois tax commission has dePresident Roosevelt • indieated to
Rio de Janeiro lias only artificial clared that the uniform ad valorem
Ser.ator McCumixo of North Dekota,
make it. general property tax, the system that
thnt hIs message to congrase would ire and only one factory to
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Suits $5 to $18
Overcoats $5 to $18
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for perjury, prom ece by law."
(salon has deAn ohp tax co
unjust burflounced it as "impoa
dens on the man who is crupulously
in an
honest," and Ohio is euga
effort to-get rid of it.
A New Hampshire tax comer ion
deplores its eceleruptiug and denier
izing influence."
A New York tax eotnraission says:
"It puts a premium on perjury and a
penalty on Integrity."
In an address to the general assembly of Maryland, Richard T. Ely, one
of the greatett of our publicists, said:
"The one uniform tax on all property
as an exclusive source of revenue
never has wonted see in any modern
community or state in the entire)civ
ilized world, though it has been tried
thousands of times, and althougn all
the mental resources of able men have
beeu employed to make it work well"
Prof. E. A. Angell, late tax courtlierstoner of Ohio, said in an article in
the- intlepeedent: "The imiirect results
of the ore-littler' of tte• low hire been
to drive away tat o- nias s of reettaI
41 that at
note the Stale. It '.;
least $200.0000.0J1 :les been lost to
!leveler:41 elem. urel as LIIUC I Mom'.
•
to Ci:1(.i:1

NOTICE

All Banks will
Close Promptly
at 2 p. m.

HEREA FT ER

Appendicitis.
Is due hi a large measure to abuse of
the bowels, by employing drastic
purgatives. To avoid all danger, use
only Dr. King's New Life Pills, the
safe, gentle _cleansers and invigorators. Guaranteed for headache, biliousness, malaria and jaundice, at
all druggists, 25c.
Photographic. Tricks.
A recent iseue of the "Welt
Spiegel" has a striking picture of e
group of five men in, mountain -clime
ing eostume. They are all stati-dir
on narrow ledges which project fee
an almost perpendicular morel
side. Beneath the picture (ill' I.
read: "Does it not make one die,
to look at this group?" Still it
not taken in the clear mountain. a:
but in a photographer's studio, .
fact which no one save an expel
could discover. The men will 111
doubtedly show the picture to derive
strate their ability as mobnin I.
their great "couraie
climbers and
—New York Tribune.

Roller Skates
We have just received
a large stock of Richardson ball bearing
with aluminum wheels,
Union --fictw;Company
bill bearing with steel
roller.

'Way the Lord help you make
Ruckilen's Arnica Salve known to
all," writes J. G. Jenkins, of Chapel,
Hill, N. C. It quickly took the pain
out of a felon for nie and cured it in
a wonderfully short time." Best oni
earth for sores, burns and wounds
!Sc at all druggists.

$2.70

••

S.

L. W. HENNEBEINER CO.
INCOWPteafeATED

Worth of Sanitol
Toilet Preparations for

"The House of Quality"
422-4:4 BROADWAY
BOTH PHONES Jo

•

1.00

W. F. Paxton,
—President.

R. Rudy,
Cashier.

P Puryear,
Assistant Cashier.

CITIZENS' SHIMS BANK
We would be glad to
have you call at our
store and let us explain
this remarkable offer to
you.
.
Free delivery to any
part of the city.
Both phones 756.

S. H. WINSTEAD

rated
Capital
•
Surplua
Stockholders liabilIty.. ..
Total security to depositors
Aucounts of Individual and firms solicited. We
small as well as large depositors and accord to all
courteous treatment.

$100,000
50,000
100,000
$2.10.000
appreciate
the same

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN le VTURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 5 _O'CLOCK.

Ilruggiot
Seventh and Broadway

_Third and Broadwa‘
,

RED MEN'S HALL, NORTH FOURTH STREET

Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday and Monday Evenings, November 20, 21, 23, 25, at 8:15 O'clock
Free Exhibition of the

MARVELOUS WIRELESS TELEGRAPH
With complete set of wireless instruments; sending messages throug,h walls, ringing fire alarms, lighting electric
lights, blowing fog sirens and operating railway switch signals, all without the use of wires.

THE MOST WONDERFUL INVENTION OF THE AOEmINSTRUMENTS ON VIEW 10 A. M. to 1 P. M.
•

Children Not Admitted Unless Accompanied By Parents

1
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in brief is, that Mrs. A. M. Bradley
Z15:: tabucab Sun. and
Senator Brown, of Utah, formed

HARNESS BROKE AND
fore the ear swept past the corner and
WOMAN BADLY HURT.i blotted the Street from sight.
alliance
shameful
a
during the Aire
The eicident gase ale a distaste for
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY. time of Mrs. Brown. They lived toWheh the harness broke on a horse the idea of going pack to Henry WitTHE SI'S PUBLISHING ("UNITAS] gether afterward and then Senator
ton's room at this time of the night
CASHIERS' CliECILS FROM ANY LOCAL RINK OR TRUST COMP;NY GOOD AS CASH HERE
Brown determined to marry another shich Mrs. R. la Penn was driving SO. at Montgomery
1N CONNOR AIMED
street I stepped
dos
n
hill
nearlifown's
a
station
last
woman. They had two children, and
lute the Lick house, whele I felt reasF. M. FISHER, President.
when Mrs. Bradley learned that she evening about d o'clock, the horse be onably sure that I might get at least
It. J. PAXTON. General Manager.
was to be discarded, she abut Senator came frightened and ran away, dam- one night's sleep, from from the hauntAntacid at the postoffice at Paducah. thrown with the weapon he had given aging the buggy and throwing the oc- ing fear of the assassin.
Ky. as second class matter.
her to protect herself against • the cupants, Mrs. Penn and her fourBut, once more safe, the charms of
_
threatened attack of Mrs. Brown, (if year old daughter, out. Mrs. Penn Luella Knapp again claimed the major
111.11ISCIIIPTION RATES!'
course, Senator Brown merited death had tossed her baby tit) a bank at part of my thoughts, aud when I went
and no one feels sorry for him. If the roadside when she realized her to sleep le was with her scornful words
TDB DAILY IIIIN
By Carrier, per week
le Mrs Bradley wanted him to marry predicament. The baby was laugh- ringing iu my ears. I slept soundly
What a welcome friend is a satisBy mall. per month, in advance.. 26 her for the sake of her 130118' name, ing when it was picked up. and while until the morning sun peeped into the
By mall, per year. In advance...42 60 she was justified in going to almost the little girl was stunned, she is all roust) with the cheerful announcement
fictory overcoat!
TUB 1410EKLY SUN
any length, although we can't figure right today. Mrs. Penn sustained a that a new day was born.
There is no garment a Man wears
In
the
Tor year. by mall, postage paid..$1.50 out just how those sons are
fresh
morning
the
air
fracture
and
of the collar bone and
benefited
bright moruing light, I felt that I
Address THE SUN. Paducah. Ky.... by the death of Brown and the ex- shoulder blade on the left side and Is
that
he appreciates so much as a 1- andmiele have been unduly suspicious
Office, 116 South Third.
Phone 251 posure of their shame. Probably tmffering excruciating pain today.
aLLI had tied from harmless citizens;
some fitting, luxuriously lined Overcoat,
the woman was driven insane, and Dr. ..T. D. Robertson attended their
and I was ashamed that I had lacked
Payne & Young, Chicago and New
injuries.
under
the
made from a high grade KersPy or
circumstance
s,
no
human
York, representatives.
courage to returu to Henry's room as
being could have the heart to tinesI made my way thither for a 'change
Melton.
THE SUN can be found at the follow- her hung. If Mrs. Brown were a!i%
YOU DON'T HAVE To WA IT
it clothes. I thought better of toy deegg please:
undoubtedly she would say MT-s. leery dose makes you teelhetter. Lax-Fos
however, as I stepped within
When it hangs at the right place-- is draped
St. D. Clements & Co.
Bradley is receiving a deserved pun- keeps your whole ,nsides right. sold On She the 0:,loolny walls of the house of ni3 b.
just right— when comfort and elegance speak in
Van Culla Bros.
ishment. Peer our part, we object to money-baek plan reerywnere. Price bU caus.
tery anti my footfalls echoed through
Palmer House.
every carve and the style is absol utely correct, the
calling the sentiment of Mrs. Bradthe chilling silence of the halls. And
"Do You believe that love is blind?" 1 lust all regret over my night's lack
ley toward Brown "Love." It is most
—
man who owns
"It may be during courtship, but of courage when I reached my ,door.
too holy a name to be used in connecnot after marriage."
11 was swung an inch ajar, and as I
tion with a couple of beasts.
"What has your wife caught you at approuched I thought I saw it move.
"I'm certain I locked it," was my
Our medium or knee length Coats have first place in popularity.
We give men a second chance. now?"-- Houston Post.
inward comment.
Why can't a woman have a /second
All other wanted styles, of course.
NIONDAY, No1 F:miwit
I stopped short and hunted iny rechance? Is the modern cry. Well, it
volver from any ovelcoat pocket.
Coats at $12.50 and $15 up to $20 and $25
compensations
its
has
..
woman
a
If
CIRCULATION ST tTEMENT.
was nervous for, a moment, and ahgry
hasn't a second chance to reform, the
If you follow the steps of most good dressers, you'll come here
at the inattentiou that might have
knowledge of the fact keeps woman November-1007.
cost me my life.
for your new Winter Overcoat.
•
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No reply.
A Mystery Story
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3876 an easy chance the second and third
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3859 and fourth times, he might hesitate
There was no sound and I gays' it a
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push that sent it open while I
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A Cairo preacher seems to be ter
prudently kept behind the fort meat ion
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EARLE ASHLEY WALCOTT
of the casing. As no develiipinents
9
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4144 tibly worried about what they're go25
billowed this move. I peeped through
26
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4147 ing to light fires in hell with; but we
the
guess
hazard
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there
be
will
some
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room was quite empty, and I walked
12
3958
4138 fellow on hand with a cigarette In
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3861 case of emergency.
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(Continued from last Issue.)
The sight that met my eyes was as-------o
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CHAPTER XIII.
were scattered over the floor and bed
107400 th e women desire the suffrage anti
Total
A Day of Grace.
ano chairs. The carpet had Mem
demand it are entitled to it and will
Resolve, shame, despair, fought with
Average, October, 1907
39 8
it. But it will improve neither each other in the tumult In my mind partly lined up, the mattress torn
Average. October, 1906
4018 giq
apart, the closet cleared out, and
Personally appeared before me.thts the women nor the men nor the goy- as I passed between the bronze lions t‘ery corner
of the room had beet)
,
r•ment.
Women
are
jest
able
as
and took my way down the street.
November 2nd, 1907, R. D. MacM11rannacked.
I was called out of my distractions
len, bualness manager of The Sun to vote, as men, and just as much inIt was clear to my Qt. that this
who affirms that the above state- t« rested in good government—some with a sudden start as though a buck- was no ordinary case of rebbery. The
cold
them,
of
water
and
of
governhad
some
in
et
been
bad
thruwn
over
ment of th! circulation of The Sun
search, It was evident, was not for
-Tormign
t -had Troreeded not twantrafeeta money and
for the month of
iber, 1907,
jewelry alone, and bulkier
He Took the Floor.
ts true to the be. of his knowledge a right to deny them the ballot, if when I saw two dark forms across the property had been despised.. The men
street. They had, it struck me, been
they demand it.
-Thomas Taggart, chairman of the
ho had torn the place to pieces must,
and belief.
waiting for eav appearance, for one
VOICE OF PEOPLE
last Democratic campaign committee,
I surmised, have been after papers of
PETER PCRYEAR, Notary Public.
ran to join the other and both hasten- some
THE JOKESMITH.
tells of a political meeting he once at
kind.
My commission expires January 22,
ed toward the corner as though to be
I came at once to the conclusion
tended when the little•word "again,"
1908.
Money makes the mare go and ready to meet me.
that I had been favored by a visit
which apparently has onthing particCUT PRICE (ILA)THI
I could not retreat to the house of from my friends, the enemy. As they
efoNEY, CIIF:('KS .tNI) TIIE
DEPART- ularly humorous
mareage make.s the money go.
about it, sufficed to
Daily Thought.
the Wolf that loomed forbiddingly be. had failed to find me ip, they
11.8
N
S.
WENT.
throw a large assemblage into fits of
had
_Every choice in life is an Impact
me.
There
hind
was
nothing
to
do
but looked for some written memoranda The ledter of 'the Sun:
This Is the sto)r.. for men who
Talkative women are
naturally
laughter.
to go forward and trust to my good of the object of their search.
that determines the shape of characTias is a matter, we le.ileire, that
open-faced,
One of the speakers, a dignified
KNOW $25 SUITS
fortune. and I shifted my revolver to
ter.
I knew well that they had found 'he public must need to understand
State senator of solemn niien, had the
tke side-pocket of my overcoat as I nothing among the clothing or
better.
and to know more about.
papers
No man ever wanted anything as
when they ale. priced at $15. It's a misfortune. when he tried to take a
That 111.00,040,41.010 worth of gov- badly as he dues when he finds out stepped briskly to the corner. Then that Henry had left behind. I had
The country has absolutely the shame that any man shouldn't
know seat, to miss his (*hair and sprawl at
stopped
under
the
I
lamp-post
to
researched through these myself, and sante amouut of nionee It always bad, when
ernment bonds will make a nice nest that his
Illy :5 after R.
it's so easy to learn.
full length on the floor. The acciconnoiter.
the sole document that could bear on with the additioa of over witty titilegg for John D. Rockefeller.
dent itself occasioned mild mirth, esMe two men who had roused my the mystery was at that moment fast
HARBOUR'S
CLOTHES
AT
11110
lates of gored which Iran besin imported
"I understand the house has lute apprehensions did not offer
pecially as the 111tfortunate senator
to cress in my Inside pocket. I was inclined to front Europe.
AND $12.
since the b.-gaming of
Chairman Torn Taggar: has called past-eel through a crisis." "ass, It
was a tail man and teeetned to cover
the street, but slackened their pace 'scout the idea that Henry Wilton had
prevent
condstams.
be
the oattonal Demo
-'rata committee to changed office boys."--Str Louis Post
Amazingly better than any other the entire floor in his frantic
and strolled slowly along on the other leaden anything under the carpet or
efforts
meet at French Lick Springs this Diefoteh.
Checks are the most tese4 anti the store sells at these prkee. Plenty to rise.
side. I noted that it seemed a long in the mattress, or in any secret place.
meet
fa:allele
month. Would advise usual contribsort
of
of
motley
them
at
all
in
size
to
fit most every
way between street-lanips tht reabouts. The threads of the mystery were carWhen at last it came Lis turn to
Heretofore, 911 per cent of man. Sooner or later every thrifty speak, the
utors to make no campaign contribuMagistrate (to accuse11—You are I could see none between the one un- ried in his head, and the correspond- little&
presiding officer introtions prior to the adjournment of charged with having tried to palm off
Paducah's bushiest., and probatey the man is, going to
wear Harbour's duced him in these words:
der which I was standing and the ence, if there had been any, was de
game proport Ion (e! t
that meeting.
cols teteees it elothes. It's a good time to begin
a piece of bad money on this wine brow of the hill below. Then it oc- stroyed.
"Ladies and gentlemen, Senator
Iltlw
esmerchant. Accused Well, sir, I had curred to me that this circumstance
As I NW Plwarpti in pntfing the get:oral, hae been tatensorte
Metal.. etll at.,ats rage the floor."
There was a feeling appeal made his wine analyzed, and it was yer-v--artgarrial
$1 Railroad Overalls for flac
ift-naralaMe caprice of the room to rights the doer swung bark, -hocks as the nuellem of excaanee.
At. this the assemblage went into
.
to the school teachers of the state to much adulterated. so I thought I wee street department of the city govern- and I jumped to my feet to face
When everybody realiz,e the tam This- is the store where
paroxysms and for some minutes
a
support the present administration. faTite justified in giving him a piece ment, but to the thoughtfulness of the man who stood on the threshOld.
;tacky of it, a.,
.ors, borrowthere was a tremendous cheering,
ALL MONEY LOOKS ALIKE,
atter before the election: and and now of had money for It.--aaus Loisirs.
"Hello!" he cried. "House-cleaning ers, tamers. inechatecs, 'steely cargentlemen who were paving such
stamping edit clapping of hands. The
they have waited two weeks for their
ra-rs, and the trades and psofessione Where checks are treated the same senator had
close attention to my affairs. I de- span?"
never before met with so
first quarter's pay, after a long vacaIt was Dicky Naha and he paused nIl finally handle bank cashiers' as money.
"Do you think I eharge you such cided that there were better ways to
enthusiastic a reception,
e
tion. The. condition imposes an act- an awful price for board. Mr. Star- get down town than were offered by with a smile on his face.
It is Paducah's greatest store
rh.crks.
"Ah, Dicky!" I said with an effort
Pine street.
ual hardship on some poor peda- boa rder 7"
Th(- Paducah kin-ks could cast all where all merchandise is priced at
—"after many days" you may be
To the
south
Money Saving real ORA Prices.
the cross-street to keep out of my face and voice the rheeke with cash if that
gozties. 'and surely if any laborer is
"Yes, madam, but you are justified
were adviaaable to eel' it (that house, or horme,
stretched to Market with an unbroken enspicions I bad gained from the In- els,
worthy of hisaire. II ls the underpaid in so doing."
This
is
a
bargain
week
in
SHOES
but that wood simply help the
or household furniture) without timarray of lights, and as my unwary cidents of the visit to the Barton et oTlelug
country school teacher. The whole
"In charging an aeful price?"
1st a ffere. Real money must and BURBERS. A bargain week
ing a classified ad. But you will nest
place.
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"Entirely
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unpremeditate
d, I as- .* kept free,
community must resent this almost .s.L'yeere
throughout
the
store.
s_marlatu. tlel'all:•W it is awful
or
at the beck of checks
receive its full value--for you will
criminal lack of consideration for boarding, you know."—Houston Post. ness, I hastened down the incline with sure you."
ZO preterit strisigeney. There ie but
so little regard for dignity that I found
"Well, you're making a thorough
not have found your hest market.
thotte, she are doing most to raise
a few cents oyes $31 for each person
myself running for a Sutter street car job of it," he said with a laugh.
1:4•w tomb of Softeph of Aramathea,
the standard of citizenship.
in
this
great,
prosperous country of
—and caught it, too. As I swung
-Fact Is." said I ruefully, "I've been
.4 I,,,,,d Itra•ms.
The period of ha-libation is i•hortestt
urs. If it. were divided up equally, Goui sent an angel front heaven to
on the the platform I looked back; but entertaining angels—of the black kind
,
roll away the alone and Josue of Naz- With humming birds. being ten days.
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I saw no sign of skulking figures be- —unawares. I was from home last nut, by the system of checks, the
ereth, by his own divine power, came
Conditions now present themselves,
ACE
night, and I find that somebody has money of the coulary j8 11.111 over
and
which make it all -the more import(wee again in a day and the forth conqueror of death, hell and
I,
IVO\se4111"41111111.4111041Inks•411411 made himself free with my property
ant that Paducah should extend her
actually money need never leave the the grave.
while I was away."
"Infidels and enemies of our faith
boundaries westward.
"Whew!" whistled Dicky. "Guess :Jenks where you and other depositTirtit city
"I'S put it, so it Is )our duty as pa- realizing the power and importance
should take all neeeesary steps to
they were after you."
I gave Dicky a sidelong glance in a I rastic citie.ens to put all the money of this doctrine have sought by varimake as good showing as possible in
ous subterfuges to discredit it and to
vain effort to catch more of his mean that you can epties In your bank.
the census of.19111. That 4-4,waug will
east a feelin of doubt 'about it.
ing than was conveyed by his words.
fix the city's status for five years, at
Kell, HA RBOUR.
"Shouldn't be surprised," I replied
Their tli,o2rios may be summed op
least, tnd to an extent for ten. 'The
•
dryly, picking up an armful of bool.s.
intei two principles ones: Tale theory
little crimp taken in industrial de"I'd expect them to-.be looking for me
of the swoon and that of hallucinavelopmeto will retard prozress for a
In the book-shelf or inside the mattion., They With fail to answer some
season. ConeeqUently. Paeluuth moat
tress-cover, or under the carpet."
most important questions and fall
not take any chances <et showing a
DIckly laughed joyously.
down on the most essential points,
loss or wepracticiTstand still for the
"Well, they did rather turn things
44=acad-P-faet coming to a etose. Fine
"Leaving out the matter of the diSWEATER SETS ROB
upside down," lie cbuckled. 'Did they
6
hornet., and numerotis cottages ha‘e
vine inspiration of the record of the
attsee
get anything?" And he fell to helping
BOIS AND GIRIA.
sprung up, like mushrooms in a wet
resiirrection. there Is no more strongtiL.bataiiinster Now.
me zealously.
you elearwoodes west of Pacheah: and there :y natier•taud the
ly attested fact in all history than
"Not that I can find out," I replied.
reateen why I•nt goare. perhaps, 2.60.o people in the conthgt Christ arose frona the dead. In
Ii, van, tel. don't you%
(Continued from page one.)
"Nothing of value, anyhow."
The little folks get lots of
tiguous territory extendleg to the
all, alift witnesses, whose testimony
stl.'.;4!!.. I ..111
01. IniIiiiiP;i•eight charn"Not any paper, or anything of that
service from the sweaters In
line of Wallace park and the western el ele
,dr. It's becatise you're n
0 sort?" asked Dicky anxiously.
he paced his lonely beat around the hats never been Impeached, testify
THE
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hills. If the corporation line were iteayywei;Jit and I'm only a bantam.
without a single flaw, break or dis'Dicky, my boy," said I; "there are
and
kindret_sport
s.
drawn straight along there. it vemid
cord in the testimony that Jesus
two kinds of.fools. The other is the
Osteopathy's Itecomniendat hem.
take in what properly bee-sm.:A to Paman who writes his business on a
Prosit!
Niorie and more . each day °stee- Christ really arose from the dead.
ducah and make the western corpor- Here's a health to yon. otetTelTowi
sheet of paper and forgets to burn it."
p:cher is conking into its own, as ite This fact being settled what does it
We are showing some pretation line equal to The natural boundDrink her down!
Merits heroine better known. and mean to us and wherein is the imty things in sweater sets',—
"Gad, you're getting a turn for epto
ary. Those people enjoy all the ad- T:11 you're comfortably mellow,
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And Avoid Bad Colds and other
sickness by poo'rly heated homes.

We are agents for
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This is a True
Soot and Gas
Burner.

for Ladies, and no
place else can you
buy such dainty and
attractive neck fixings.
show
you.

¶1.25 to $75.00
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mak
w !eh print every ingredient cause of obtainiug school rruffnage for
entering
em upon the bottle wrap- women. The letter publishedbelow
era and at
its correctness under oat
are daily gr log In favor. The cone Is that of a thoughtful, fair-minded
position of
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tive forest roots, by exact processes
Country Gather at La Center
My Dear Madam:—I received your
unglual with Dr. Pierce, and without the
for Contests,
use of a drop of alcohol, triple-ran lied and latter just as I was leaving home on
chemically pare glycerine being used in- one of my trips. and I gave it to MN.
stead in entructing and preneving the Wilison with a hurried memorandum
curative virtues residing In the roots e
It leh she was unable to read, and
IDEAL PLACE POR THE NIEFT empieyed, these medicines are entirely
free trim the objection of doing harm I ht r.s%firre made a very Informal
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beverages or habit - forming sponse to year telegram of last night,
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- Lions of head and teroitt, weak stomach, ion on the subject of woman suffrage,
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and h:.iig-oriesinglis, hicti, if Cps- It was In the highest degree desirable
euring loisting Lo rthose who will at- lungs
lected or badly treeted lee op Us and
for women to vote on school matters.
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Ballard are that the fanners are ver,
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your first letter, my views and you
ninth interested in the event antl you if only you give it
teereteei and
done me the honor to publish
those in attentlanice will be treated It fair trial.' 'Don't expect miracles. It
genuine Kentiulty 'hospitality. Pres.- won't do supernatural things. You must thorn.
exercise your patienee and persevere in Its
Upon the question of women votdent M. M. Bardwell, of McHenra. use for a tea :enable length of time to get
Ky , was in Paducah yesterday en its (lin benetea. The ingredients of which ing in general! eleetione, I have no
hr.
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This ts the American pa-n on governbe no sheet:re at all during the
meet and I believe In it realgiouslya
event. r.s the affair is only for tht
do not believe time the very wise
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sadele horaes have been: furniski s Myth.% to Inquiry ler
Editor of know all the things that those who
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du.lug the trills.
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t• maid that quail in large ntere
ernrsd by the laws, to have their
ners abound In and around La Cenneeds and wishes represented hi the
ter and the pretty level country fur-,
laws. I do not care so much about
ribber; aa ideal place for the trials.
The Women's clubs will earns the the stock argument of eThealitia
liamsburg, arrived this morning to .rensis of womans suffrage before the Without Represents<ion." I think
take part in the field trails at La iestialature. and the attitude of Coy- the people that do not pay any direct
Center. They brought a numbers of errer-eneet Willean on the subject Is taxes at aid, but have to obey the
arts lave. stouid have a voice in their
fine dogs, some- of which willi be en- interesting on teat account.
Among the a:4(t_nd to outline his position and tnis making, amid it has seemed to me
tered in the coryteet.
that the only way to have the genparty are N. Danil .-les and E. J. Lyman, is he reply:
"Kentucky women may wee be eral coulee of the laws reeponsi to
pre int nent burg news men off Williams't!on of oltr fit- the needs and welfare of a44 the peo
1 tt-e
o'rh the i•o,
pits is for everybody te have a voice
In it.
I do not think we are entirely
ready for this now, but believe that
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some yeaes, and then shall ranch a
open day and night. derision which will be sane and wise.
Is now open in new quarters.
I am sere that no wise objectioa
can be made to women's voting on
ty ground of any difference in inSigence or fidelity to truth and
ne. pies.
There ie some argument in the fact
.it men seine render military sere, but as "they also serve who on!y
rad and watt." I am ex-Lined to the
ief that inetrectly women help and
lire even in our wars, and in the
,w log reign of peace (it Mai0011t
world that objection becomes less
ti lee important.
The argument that men are (tie
tette inners and maintain the home
:1 famili' has a greet deal of weight,
has so many and- such great expeons that It is no longer oterielu•
,e and indeed in these days of
t trends and "no counts" the support
Is very often the other way.
I am eery glad indeed to have bad
h
!es. honer orf thie correspondence
and I hope you will maintain
agitation for yew eaves with al
e earnestness and. siztoetety_whIch
ir so Feebly inherited, and I am sure
st every arier ment and thought
'I ire you and yorir co-leborere may
-sent in this matter will ha-ye from
s not on!' respectful, but interestand earnest censideration. Yours
ey sincerely,
AUGUSTUS E. WILLSON—
superintendent Winfrey's Position.
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Mrs. M. G. Quarkenbos, whom Attqrney General Bonaparte has made
one of his special assistants in the
campaign against the trust', is a New
York lawyer. She tells this story of
a railroad ham sandwich: "A man
paused bitterly in the consumption
of a very hard, dry railway ham sand
wich and said to the maid behind the
counter: 'I don't see no Yam in
this.'
You tent come to it yet,' said
the maid, with a smile. A minute
or two pained. The man's jaws work
enemies. Then
d
the stopped
again and he said: 'I don't see no
ham yet, young woman,' Ohe she
replied, 'you've gone and bit over it

now.' ",
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For all the Family Circle

11 74 It

with all the interests of the
home,that covers every seems* of appeal to the hornt-builder, the honer-maker and
the home-lover. Al! its ereatributions center in the Lome. It makes the burnt, more
attractive, more comfortable, more interesting. Every issue is crammed full of
practical suggestions for the housewife.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is cheerful, happy-hearted, whele-souled. Its dominant
note is the nete of optimism and hopefulness. From comer to cover, it is pleasant,
entertaining, charming and replete with valuable information.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is thoroughly American and interests every American man
or woman who has a !aerie. Its range is wide end its treatment thorough.
THE HOME MAGAZINE'S departments are conducted by men and women of
entente'. Marion Harland, fie example, edits the department of cookery and
etiquette. Eugene Chute contributes a great series on licine furniture making.
THE HOME MAGAZINE contains the most exciting stories, the most beautiful
Muse- steins, the most important feature articles.
THE HOME:MAGAZINE is twice as big and twice as good as ever before.

OCTOBER

••••••••••

A Special Feature

•

Serial Story

Satan Sanderson
Satan Sauderson is the true
embodiment of the requisites
that make a really great story.
It gives the reader a look into
a little world of action where all
of the emotions that make or
mar life—and lives—are set in
swift,exciting play—one against
the other. Incident follows incident with quick succession,and
a vivid panorama of intrigue,
nmysteryiovearidstraige adventuring kindles the interest to
the fusing point.
n Written in a charming style,
brilliant in coloring,picturesque
in background,faithful in characterization and intensely dramatic,with stirring climax,Satan
Sanderson is by all odds the best
story of the year.
by Halide Errninle Mew
Au mor of Hearts Cour••••••
and The Castaways
Maguiflerndy nluserated by
A. B. WE.NY-ELL

Cfrnm NSMIC

ElleHOME
MAGAZINE
TEN CENTS A COPY

Home Life
of the Presidential
Candidates
A series of articles dealing in
the most intimate, familiar, and
personal way with the home and
family life of Secretary Taft,
Vice-President Fairbanks,
Speaker Cannon, Senator Knox
and others. Fully illustrated.
Begins soon.

ONE DOLLAR!&YEAR

Short Stories

I
.

ess • -

•

4,..A MAGAZINE OF GREAT DEPARTMENTS,
ANONG THE DEPARTIILIN LS IN THE HOUR INAGALLN1
ARE THEFOLLOWING
COOMY
An art
gent

which required molt studious sad _dWapplication to be known at its best. Many
recipes, accompanied r superior illustrations,
enable out readers to re misuitant variety sad
aeon to ths boom table,
Menem Harland, the grestase living author.
By, moducts this departmeat.
IllOMBUILDING
Thi. department .•••taatty Mods Mr best
Ideas and experience of the what* comity in
huddling onsfortable, fartmiti•.
as•alsraa•priced bona&
- —
INTIRIOR DECORATION
Genuinely helpful. with timely waggestions of
Intense practical value. Mural decoration, rugs.
tainftare and the correot arrangement of interiors, with • special view to cat:tram:Waal not
maifent
1101.1131112119
Tie =141troent of a hone fro.
= calm to
mouton el the thousand end
to
rrtesirenCe din n so. being inanu f ac tared for
convenience of the boa,-maker,
WIWI*/ the Imps be of two or twenty (Was&
n,ORKITLTUMI OR LANDSCAPE
GARDENING
1.m.i..abl• far those lovers •f nature who
woule make their home grounds attractive and
Helpful to the amateur florist sad
iaterecmg to retry one.
Till VEGETABLE GARDEN
Seasonable articles dealing with gardening on
a nos Or city let. Wtiat to grow and boo to
grow it. lilted with good ideas. Illi.strated.
110ILIE AND THE STAI1111
II:warted Etiolos hy aoknowledged anther
Ines.

/Iv

41•11••••••

For Everybody in the Home'

The Splendid Yew

POULTRY AND THE KENNEL
l'ractical and helpful
'
Pu vs is, editor of Poultry, departments.ia one of the contrib.

By the best writers in the country appear in every issue. Bright,
clever, entertaining, full ok
wholesome sentimeht, good
humor and adventure.

U:rim.

PRACTICAL FASHIONSal
C ore designs.
illustretions
complete'
descriptions carefully selected tp and
give subecnbera *dram* styles, prectmal and
correct.
Our pattern department renders
pionipt emel
satist.ctory service at• minimum cost.
ItIOROIDERY AND NEEDLEWORK
Piety yet simple .lcvicea tt
even •efy busy
women can aucceastully accunlphsh.
The variety Oered suggests something
that
appeal. Mall interested in different tyPee
of needlework.
HEALTH AND HYGIENE
Ito, sall'a:ng of strong. well
perfectly
developed bodies, t'e. •alus formed,
eaetiise, bath•
lag, with special articles on the
care
of the
eyes, nose, teeth and ears.
MALNLY ABOtT;PEOPLL
F ntert•in.ug 51.-ties in paragesphs of
Amer;
Icon men and women. Lllustrated
with pee",

Illustrations
All the departments are fully
illustrated with phetographs.
Among the celebrated artists
whose work appears in THE
HOME MAGAZINE, either in
color or black and white, are
Howard Chandler Christy,liarrison Fisher, A. B. Wenzell,
C. F. Underwood, J. C. Clay,
George Brehm, Jay Hambidge,_
, etc., etc.

trait/a

VIEWS AND ENTERVULWS
What men and lion,en of many vocations al•
thinking, and saying, on the questions
of the
day.
URALS
Hobbs-Merrill novels, the moot pules' st•ries .4 America, appear as aerials before
their
publication in book form.
Till 01101013T MORT STORIES
Humorous stories, ler, stories
of eeriness •nd adventure --clean, end stories
eatisf ying mad delightful, and lots ofwholesome,
them, will
appear in every number.
Till cm:a JAR
A luirtb-provokeng, cheerful, suaileenaking,
htlaratiag collection of vagrant bits of wit
and humor, both
assd old.
ci

Chs
aust

11
a..,5445 ArIAS

young
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The Bobbs-Merrill Company,Publishers,Indianapolis,Ind.

*mama

•••••••••

ommlir

This splendid magftzino will
be given to The Sun readers

4

ABSOLUTELY FREE
Of Any Cost

Telephone 358- at once for
particulars or inquire of our
solicitors.
• .▪ • •
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THE HC1MB MAGAZINE is the only magazine that deals

For the small rooms I
these chilly mornings
use the smokeless,
odorless heater .*

In reply to the letter and telegrams
sent to Superintendent Winfrey,
date for tate superintendent on the
-weer:elle ticket, attaining his pose
eon as to sehool suffrage for Kenacky women, a reply was reeeived
ar a week_ Mr. Winfrey del not
feel ready to expreas an opinion on
the subject for publication until' after
a further reedy of the facts. W'hateyer regret there may be in the minds
of women of Detnocretie affiliations
at the defeat of the Democratle ticket
they must take Penile comfort in the
fact that the Republican candidate
for 'state superintendent expressed
himself publecly. unequivoeally and
mane times before the election In
favor of school suffrage for Kentucky
women.

y

•

•
•

••
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THIS MAGAZINE
•

Is one of the best periodicals published. Its list
,of contributors, as you will hote in this ad., comprises some of the best talent of the day, and the
illustrations are by famous artists. The October
cover was done by Harrison Fisher and is in his
best taste.

The Sun

115 S. Third St.
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be foend, and the pupil asked to find , p0
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0NS SECUrtED
it hinseell.
te
is tack
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It is generally advisable for thet
teaeher to read to the wheel. with RS CONTRACT given, backed by
eletiCESS
11330 000 00 .apitai and 18 e,
The first requisite of a good
good expression
C
as Poesiih:e, mien
mother in good health, and the exPRACTICAL
Wall) that is to he coiner:tied to memCOLLIDE AT THIRD AND WASHperience of maternity should not be
ory by the tensile. Telechens iihmed
INGTON sTnEETS SATtIRDA1., Aches and Pains in Side,
approached without careful physical
Business Colleges
Mult or
preparation, as a woman who is in
a+1:0 give tha child some alright into
tifteereerated.)
Runes, Swollen Joints Ail
good physical condition transmits to
see imagery and stgnificaoce of The
Disappear.
PA le' ;All, 'is lisoadway, and Evansville and St. Idatls.
her children the blessings of a good
poem before It is leurnieel. and from Boos keepieg,
Steorthand,
inship, Telegraphy. etc Indorsed
constitution.
114,1w1'04 of Vehicle Thrown to the By Taking Botanic Blood balm, Thou. time to time us the
poem is recited.
'
by Misfiles: risen. Also teach by mail. Write, phone, or call for c italogUe.
Preparation for healthy matersands of Rheumatics Cured By
ret-t, Rut Are Not Seriously
suggestive
qftestions should be asked
nity is accomplished by Lydia E.
30 Colleges; in 17 State:a.
Its Use.
injured.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
will rouse the child to gain
which is made from native roots and
LARGE SAMPLE FREE TO ALL. some further insight into its meanherbs, more successfully than by any
scree, se ismbago. ing.
other medicine because it gives tone
Hole you soy of
Pumils shoued be given some hele
and strength to the entire feminine
Car No. 103, irt charge or Motorthe s)motorail' of
organism, curing displacements, ulathoueuatt=ust
Bone I' the method of memorizimg their
man
Spence,
crashed
into
a
of
team
MRS.JAMES CHESTER
pains. s.- i at lea or poenia. The painful drudgery of comceration and inflammation, and the
horses driven by Mr. E. Faith at
shooting pains up
result is less suffering and more children healthy at birth. For
dfni
down the leg: mittin-g to memory word by word.
and
more
Teed
and
Washington streets Sitterthan thirty years
aching
back or lice by Ene, may be avoided if the
May evening about 6 o'clock and one
shoulder blades,
211-213
S.
Third
St.
Paducah, K.
teacher will -help the child in graspSwollen
of the horses was so badly injured
muscles,
dlificuity In moving ing the prinripal thoughts its the sethat
it
was
shot by re veterinary. let
around Co you have
has bee the standby of American mothers in preparing for childbirth.
to use irutehes; lection. anti mastering these sitcomscar W118 1 nuttIng down stowastis
Notewhat rs.JemesChester,of427 W. 35th St., New York says in this
blood thin or skin ire thoughts as wholes. The reading
letter:—Dear Mrs. Pinkham:-"I wish every expectant mother knew about
Broadway, while Mr. Faith was despa3e: skin itches period
may cxemasionely be used for
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. A neighbor who had learned
and burns: shifting
ire; out Washington *street. Neithea
pains; bad breath; the interpretation. of these poems,
of its great value at this trying period of a woman's life urged me to try
he or the motorman saw the Mielm. gout. Botanic Blood Balm (13. B. B.)
it and I did so, and I cannot say enough in regard to the good it did me.
but the memorizing of them should
antil it -was too late. Mr. Faith. is a will remove every symptem, because
I recovered quickly and am in the best of health now."
B. B. B. sends a rich tingling flood of be done in study periods andat home.
preminegt farmer of the Calvert City warm, rich, pure blood
Lydia E. Pinkhanes Vegetable Compound is certainly a successful
direct to the
Pupil should give nitteh attention
remedy for the peculiar weaknesses and ailments of women.
seighborhood. Mr. E. Faiths Matra) paralysed nerves, bones and joints, giving warmth and otrengtit just where it to the effective delivery of their
• It
cured almost every forte of Female Complaints, Dragging SensaIS BY
Faith, R. le Jessup and Jesse flaiel, is needed, and in this way making
a
tions, Weak Back. Failing and Displacements. Inflammation, Ulcera'1 '
Meo were riding in the wagon, were perfect, hastily, cure of Rheumatism In poems. in
tions and Organic Diseases of Women and is invaluable in preparing for
all its forms. B. II. B. invigorates the taming may I .
•
thrown to the ground, but their :n- blood, making it pureand rich
Childbirth and during the Change of Life.
and at recited. If the preeer ent11,.
jerles anmenttd to but a few bruise. same time destrays the astive poison
Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women
in the blood which causes fttieutnatism. aroused, pupils will enter
FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MAN:. ;:R
frequently cause Rheumatism. B. R. B. into this
Women Suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
work, and it not one, w
B. B. B. has made thosandA of cures of
GHOSTLY
ADVISERS.
write Mrs. Pinkhain, at Lynn, Mass. Her advice is free.
rheumatism after all other medicines, afford excellent tn....ening In Englts„
liniments and doctors hove failed to
I hiCORPO
Legions of Them Trying Always to liclp or cure. %Vieth. tonetive Ilildowyes her it wet add greatey to the enjoyft, gut ntly cause Rheun .,'
Ii B. It. ment and epiriture life of the erhodi
Gain Presidlent's Ear,
help or cure. Weak, hanctIve Kidloeys
GASOLINE POWER BOATS
spection of vessels. ('apts. Hodge
(training off all disease matter and all Ethical and patriotic poems, as wet'
WHITE SLAVE TILtiaL.
and Waltz have already begun the
That President Roosevelt has a uric acid. so the urine flows freely and as -nature poetry, should of course.
naturally.
be learned.
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that you buy the best.
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HORSE SHOW

MONDAI, NOVEMBER 18.

PLACING BOILER

Give Us a Share of
Your

ASSVCIATION IS IN DEBT $1,207.26 COUNTY HEATING AND LIGHTING
Tit* YEAR.
PLANT UNDER WAY.

Report of Finances With Unpaid Bills !lids 'tree Vell By Jail (emmiltte
e of
outstanding-Well Call on GuarFiscal C'ourt for Concrete
session; to Make Up Deficit,
Wall.

BeloW Is the financial report of the
Horse Show arsoetation:
Receipts.
()Mame' Savings bank . ...$1,000.00
Tieket males
1,205.25
Box sales
553.75
Ea trice
327.50

•

Phone 358.
The boiler and machinery to be
Phone 675.
used in the steam 'heating plaint for
the courety court house and Jet hes
arrived and mechanics are now placing them to position inside the concrete 'house. It is expected to have
the piraut in operation by the firat of
next week. The tilde for the contract
The decorations in Miss Noble's
$3,086.50 to put a conorete seal around the
loom have been completed and the
Expenditures,
county Jail in place of the Old wooden
Incidental expenses
room now preeeuts a beautiful ap$ 120:03 fence, have been) received by the jail
Advertising amount
pearance.
481.88 committee of the fiscal court and will
Premiums
1,175:00 be placed before the court at its
Supt. John A. Carnagey has reCarried over from 1906
CARRIE NATION THROUGH
219.33 meeting Monday.
ceived a part of the laboratory sup'
Work
ant
material on
SMASHING Ole SALOONS.
plies ordered for use in the High
boxes and stand
198.75 Illg,"114674 46444414444
school
and
class
the
will
today open
4
Cleveland, Nov. 16.--Carrie NaWonk fund labor on grounds
136.60
the boxes and arrange the materials
tion here announced that she is
Getting entries
79.60
for use.
througb saloon smashing, because
Horse show ball (epousors)
71.57
Miss Rose Flournoy, one of the
politicians put her in Jail. She says
Change (erpeose)
15.00
teachers at the Franklin building is
she has to hustle to make a living,
Band
2.11,40
quite sick today and unable to be on
Judgea
and "smashing" keeps her off the
111.00
duty. Miss Claire Winston is teachlecture platform
Cute
Itiver Stages.
132.45
ing her department today.
Ticket takers and se!' 71."6
42.00 Cairo
17.5 1.6 rise
311sis Mary 0. Murray continues unWanted to Know.
Chattanooga
4.5 3.6 fall
able to teach her classes at the Wash"Excuse me." said the city board$3,034.61 eineinnate
16.7 4.2 rise
ington building.
er in the country, "but in what part
Additional Wile ,paid
39.25 Evansvetle-miesitvg.
The repairs and addition to the of the garden does the succotash
Florence
4.3 2.2 hal
stage in the auditorium of the High grow?"
I thought I would like to
$3,073.86 Joh neon v elle
8.6 2.7 rise
school are about complete, and be- pick some."
Bank balance
12.64 Lot:dee-the
7.5 1.3 fall
ginning Monday, the opening exerHastily recovering front the 'bock'
Mt. Carmel
2.9 0.7 fall
l'npaid Bele.
cises, which have been
dispensed the obliging farmer showed him the
Nashville
10.8 2.0 fall
Citizens' Savings baisk
with on account of the condition of sweet peas.Milwaukee Sentinel.
6.1 11.7 rite
Huclon-Pirtittps & Co
/1127I Pittsburg the stage will be taken up again.
6.8 1.0 fall
Willi Lockwood
48.00 St. Dottie
Local business and professional men
Some people kick because they are
17.2 2.6 rise
Thompson Transfer Co
82.75 Mt. Vernon
will be invited to address the schol- unable to discover
Paducah
where the EiVn!
.13.3 0.1 rise
Paducah Traction Co
2.20
ars.
pinches.
Bgensides
2.7 1.2 fall
4.0 4.0 fall
$1,279.93 Carthage

All Kinds of Insurance
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She: "And so you are wedded to your art"
Ile: "Yes; body and soul."
Slue "-tad don't you sunsIder tearriage a failure?"

Gould Tells of Relations of[His Wife
and Buffalo Bill and Refuses Her Credii

1

F. J. PAXTON & LILLARD SANDERS
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ity was light, being 1.20, while a'
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that Mrs. Could and it. ••1
1:V. 171ugh and that she
BRAY MATTER WITH
was going I.
Johnsonville a heavy rain fell yester
log separate and apart. 71
Mrs q
Ill..'
This splendid magazine which
day that means a rise in the TennesGOU Id is furnished ie to. a -i,
see river. The river at Paducah rose
buffielcnt for her
THE SUN Isgiving away
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- Ia.' I
hours. A sudden ideals( the.Tennes
-filg-ree -FlIffsivirtne- r,rr-Vir-r purce-iresee
see will mute inconvenience at the
made or debts cot:tray-fed
t...
Nes
ways. There Is so much work on
Howard Could, or le any ethor
Is now conceded to be one of
hand that boats are lined on the ways
son acting for her."
the best published. The Noto the edge of the water and a rise
Says We. Gould Broke cosily.
•
(Continued from page one.)
vember issue is just in, and If
woulil cause a delay In repairs.
Denver. Col., Nov. 1N.----One 'if the
you want it phone jetat-once
_The_ Nellie_ Brown,„ei combine boat
best posted of the many witneesaa the CaSk. was
eeetintred- by the prosefrom DeHaven, was put on the ways
who will Appear In Howard Gouldes unlon %its to
await the investigation
eCereerefeeereeteeet.efeireeteeterrelitreeSee
for repair.
divorce suit is the wife, of former b tog mi.ie tolay
by the mond jury,
The Charles Turner arrived from
Chief Justice Beck. of the Colorado wheel may
result in other *odic...the Tennessee river yesterday with a
supreme court.
me:its to,. log returned.
tow of ties.
Mrs. Beck said this morning:
Paducah
' Best Paper
E. R. Emerson, the showboat man,
"Katherine Clemtrons broke w'.
Gram' Jury Repel-tie
purchased the steamboat Moline of
Cody, and whin -his money was gone
Just
:0
!he noon hour the
St. Louis and will take her to Gallishe cast him off like an oid she. She
e..-and jury
made 11w flrat reporr.
The Aidebeterne-Which of the prhe polls, Ohio, where she
will
owes his $3101...iee now for the be
hert. ;
u
D. F. Fox, Shady Grove (mere shell I eerie first?
itidhtments. 111A,ven of, Lyon contyi
squared off for a towboat. Then she
rowed money which the Cut 'Is %lei ethe
•
h were fur vent.,ting the iinternal.Crittenden countyl W. R. Jones, EuThe Can:vie:I King -Although a can. will go to Green river to tow EmerDOI pay.
_
r.v, ::u.'::u.'1itSVA b) selling liquor wiiii_,reka. Lyon comity: R. M. Carman,
I trust Hilt I'm else a gentle- son's show boat.
"Nate Saulsbury and C, do cleaned I ola a
One year or fifty years from now, your letters in
:l&' -et-e. lams° Indicted on nisi Ma field; W. M. Babb, Piney, Crit- man. Ladies first, of ceurse.-TaUer.
The Richardson arrived last night
up $aeterepos) each oft the!" show dui'. keel
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Back up Your Gray Matter With COUPON BOND__

The SUN Job Office

New Things in
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A MAN IN MINNESOTA

REPLIES TO A SUN WANT AD
One in Marion, Ky., Replies to the same One.

25c and 50c

U.6.6uNett &Co.

Kr.

,

A gentleman in Frontenac, Minn., replied to the ad,
above, which is quite out of the ordinary. Mr. Lydon received a letter from him this week making inquiries about
the farm, and he also had one reply, out of a great nur.lber
of others, from a man in Marion, Ky.
The moral to this is: The San's want ads are effective-- - they,„ctrtaialy-ar.e. wide reaching.
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